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Pregnancy and childbirth are often depicted as a
time of sickness and mood swings for women
followed by twelve to twenty hours of pain and hard
labor. Many women have been told they can never
conceive. Others have suffered the pain of
conceiving and miscarrying. Have you had enough
of this picture? Supernatural Childbirth is a practical
and realistic look at God's promises for conception,
pregnancy and delivery. This is not "pie-in-thesky"-This is a personal testimony of how one couple
overcame defeat and triumphed in God's plan!
Jackie Mize had been told she could never have
children. However, by unlocking powerful truths and
dynamic faith principles she and her husband Terry
found in the Bible, they now have four miracle
children! This exciting book shares with you these
truths and faith principles. You will learn these
things: * How to put faith principles into action for
your very own supernatural childbirth * How you can
be a living example of God's promises in action *
How to deal with fear during pregnancy and delivery
* How and when to use your faith for pregnancy and
delivery Also included in Supernatural Childbirth: *
Faith-inspiring testimonies from women who have
followed these principles and experienced their own
supernatural childbirth * Confessions and prayers for
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a supernatural conception, pregnancy, childbirth,
and all circumstances surrounding each stage * A
powerful teaching section by Terry Mize explaining
the curse on Eve in the Garden of Eden
Life without the Holy Spirit is an adventure in futility
and will only result in unending frustration. Have you
encountered the Comforter sent to make life on earth
comfortable for you? You have undoubtedly met Him
in your Christian journey; you must have witnessed
His glorious manifestations on various platforms.
But, Pastor (Mrs.) Faith Oyedepo introduces you to
the Holy Spirit you may not know. In an allembracing analysis, she presents to the believer,
Life's Safest Partner, whose job is to give real value
to redemption and rescue the Christian faith from
being a mere religious frustration, by giving the
believer more to life for. This book is written to
position you for an encounter with the Helper; gifted
to Christians to make living an enjoyable adventure,
give you power to live in this embattled world, equip
you for victory in the battles of life, guide you into
profitable living and ultimately get you into life
fulfilment. Holy Spirit: Your Helper is not just another
story of the possible after-effects of the Pentecost; it
is a vivid exposition of the abundant provision in the
Holy Spirit designed to help you make the most of
your destiny, while also impacting your world.
Building A Successful Family is written to help every
man and woman achieve success in family life,
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which will then translate to success in other areas of
life. It is the A-Z of marriage and family life, as it
contains building blocks with which a successful
home and family can be built.
You hold in your hands, a book written by a
seasoned and proven minister's wife, for ministers'
wives bearing in mind that: Your call as a minister's
wife is honourableYour assignment is rewarding and
enviableYour effectiveness has a lot to add to the
assignment of your minister husband.Just like in any
chosen career, you need adequate relevant
knowledge to excel.This book gives you those
nuggets that will enhance your effectiveness in your
role as a minister's wife
Carefully Researched, This Powerful Teaching
Unlocks Solomon's 31 Secrets of Success. 9
Success Keys For Negotiation / 10 Qualities of
Uncommon Achievers / 7 Keys In Getting Along With
Others. This Book Can Remove Mental Blocks To
Your Success. The Perfect Gift! Also Available In
Spanish #SB-99 Los Secretos Del Hombre M s Rico
Que Ha Existido Also Available In Portuguese
#PB-99 Os Segredos Do Homem Mais Rico do
Mundo
Creatively Supernatural! Offering a launching pad for
you to burst into the realm of creative
expression—that fun, fantasy world where the Creator
is waiting to welcome you. There is a connection
between creativity, your identity, the Church, and the
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world—and it is an important connection. Creativity is
tied to all believers’ identity, all who are made in the
image of the Creator, all who are born to create!
Overflowing with many thrilling, modern-day
testimonies, Born to Create emphasizes the
magnitude of both craft—practice and excellence—as
well as anointing. Many who have been freed to
embrace their creative ideas and passions, whether
in the art fields, business, or education, share their
amazing stories with you. Their freedom allowed
them to powerfully release healing, the prophetic,
and the knowledge of God’s love into the
marketplace. Live creatively, friends. If someone falls
into sin, forgivingly restore him, saving your critical
comments for yourself. You might be needing
forgiveness before the day’s out. Stoop down and
reach out to those who are oppressed. Share their
burdens, and so complete Christ’s law… (Galatians
6:1 The Message). You will learn how the
supernatural can be activated through what you
create, and you will explore hindrances from
understanding your creative destiny—your true
identity.
If Increase Is Your Passion, Then You Will
Appreciate This Powerful Book. 40 Facts About The
Uncommon Dream God Places Within You / 8 Facts
About Solving Problems For Others / 10 Rewards
For Using Right Words / 58 Keys To Unlocking 1000
Times More. The Perfect Gift For Any Occasion!
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In 2005, I resigned as a full-time pastor of a church
and relocated to Lagos, Nigeria, with one mission in
mind: To observe and study the life of Bishop David
Oyedepo, resident Bishop of Faith Tabernacle, Ogun
State, Nigeria, the Largest Single Church in the
world, according to Guinness Book of Records What
I share with you in this book is a summary of what I
have learned from the life and ministry of Bishop Dr.
David O. Oyedepo in this last 10 years. It's been a
long journey, but suffice it say that I have enjoyed
every bit of it. Like all men of great influence, Bishop
Oyedepo, has been analysed in the public domain
and given different names by different people.
However, I believe that no man actually rises to the
top by making mistakes. People only rise to the top
by doing the right things over a long period of time.
In this book, I share with you the success habits and
secrets of one of the greatest leaders of Charismatic
revival on earth today...Bishop David Olaniyan
Oyedepo May we all fulfill the purpose for which we
are born.
In Prophecy today: reflections from a Southern
African context, a group of theologians and scholars
of religion from Zambia and South Africa reflects
upon these questions. Anthropologists, Biblical
scholars, practical theologians and others shine their
light on what prophecy can mean today in this
context. This book aims at stimulating a continuing
Southern African discourse on this very interesting
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and relevant aspect of Christianity in our region. The
book consists of 15 different articles by well-known
scholars and has been ably compiled and edited by
Dr Hermen Kroesbergen, lecturer in Systematic
Theology and Philosophy of Religion at Justo Mwale
University, Lusaka, Zambia.
This book investigates the substantial and growing
contribution which African Independent and
Pentecostal Churches are making to sustainable
development in all its manifold forms. Moreover, this
volume seeks to elucidate how these churches
reshape the very notion of sustainable development
and contribute to the decolonisation of development.
Fostering both overarching and comparative
perspectives, the book includes chapters on West
Africa (Nigeria, Ghana, and Burkina Faso) and
Southern Africa (Zimbabwe and South Africa). It
aims to open up a subfield focused on African
Initiated Christianity within the religion and
development discourse, substantially broadening the
scope of the existing literature. Written
predominantly by scholars from the African
continent, the chapters in this volume illuminate
potentials and perspectives of African Initiated
Christianity, combining theoretical contributions,
essays by renowned church leaders, and case
studies focusing on particular churches or regional
contexts. While the contributions in this book focus
on the African continent, the notion of development
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underlying the concept of the volume is deliberately
wide and multidimensional, covering economic,
social, ecological, political, and cultural dimensions.
Therefore, the book will be useful for the community
of scholars interested in religion and development as
well as researchers within African studies,
anthropology, development studies, political science,
religious studies, sociology of religion, and theology.
It will also be a key resource for development
policymakers and practitioners.
Daily Manna is a compendium of daily devotional
readings designed to draw the sincere seeker closer
to God on a daily basis, through an insightful
exposition and compelling analysis of the scriptures.
With Faith To Change Your World, You'll be taught
on the subject of faith in God and You'll be inspired
by the stories of men and women like You, who
walked with God and experienced faith results and
exploits. This book will clean-up all fears and doubts
from Your spirit, and You'll receive a booster
anointing and Spirit impartation to excel in Your faith
in Christ. You can be the next world-changer this
generation is awaiting. May God bless You as You
read this classic, and may You decide to glorify God
in engaging your life to actively serve The Lord
Jesus Christ!
This self-help guide shows the reader step-by-step how
to perform at their peak while gaining emotional and
financial freedom, attaining leadership and selfPage 7/15
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confidence, and winning the confidence of others. It
should enable the reader to gain the knowledge and
courage to remake themselves.
Unshakable Hope, Unblinded Faith Would you like to
have the kind of faith that strengthens your soul? What if
you could endure trials with a steady calm and make
daily decisions with confidence in God's purposes? In
Unblinded Faith, Elisa Pulliam invites you to take a holy
pause and experience a fresh encounter with God and
His Word. This 90-day devotional is filled with thoughtful
application of Scripture to help you see God personally
and know His love for you. It is possible to take God at
His Word. It is possible to embrace His promises, even
when your circumstances challenge your faith. You can
experience the fullness of God's love, kindness, grace,
mercy, and wisdom—no matter where you find yourself
today. If you crave unshakable hope, it's time to embrace
unblinded faith!
The aim of this book is to provide a way to do justice to
an African language of faith. In systematic theology,
anthropology and philosophy of religion, similar debates
about how to interpret an African language of faith are
ongoing. Trying to avoid the 'othering' discourses of past
generations, scholars are careful to take seriously what
people in Africa say without portraying people's beliefs
as weird or backward. Yet, in their desperate attempts to
avoid othering, these theologians, anthropologists and
philosophers often painfully misconstrue the language of
faith in Africa. Understanding the language of faith in
Southern Africa is not an easy task. How should we take
seriously the form of language that often seems so
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strange and different? I argue that, after African
inculturation theology and black liberation theology, a
better way to make sense of being a Christian in
Southern Africa is to pay close attention to people0?9s
language of faith. The way in which people speak of the
spirit world or powers in Africa appears strange to
outsiders, and the sense of community and the holistic
worldview differentiates the African way of life from its
Euro-American counterparts. When proper attention is
paid to the use of concepts like spirit world, power,
community and holism, language of faith in Southern
Africa is neither as strange as it may seem, nor as
romantic. By investigating these distinguishing concepts
that colour language of faith in Southern Africa, this book
contributes to future projects of both fellow theologians
who try to construct a contemporary African theology and
those who are interested in theology in Africa given the
well-known southward shift of the centre of gravity of
Christianity
You Can Be an Intercessor To intercede is to truly pray
with power. How do you know God is not calling you to
be an intercessor? As you read this book with its study of
the great intercessors in the Bible - from Abraham and
Moses to Daniel and Nehemiah to Paul and Epaphras to
Jesus himself - you will never be the same again. You
will catch a new glimpse of the importance of
intercession. You will see the great need for intercessors
and understand if God is calling you to be one. Above all,
with all the Biblical models presented, you will be
challenged to join this godly company. "The challenge is
disturbing as the reader realizes how short of the mark is
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even the most spiritual of Christians," writes Dr. Lester
Sumrall in his Foreword. "Dr. Fomum practices what he
teaches, as do some churches in Cameroon. Who of us
prays for several hours each day? Who among us fasts
and prays in spiritual warfare for From 21 to 40 days at a
time, several times per year? This book is MUST reading
for the serious Christian."
Human connection is the foundation of all human
development, or lack thereof. Who you know, who you
meet and those you miss factor into the amount of
progress one makes in life. Being at the right place at the
right time is also mandatory for making valuable
profitable connections with people that count. In The
Divine Connection, the author offers insights and
practical advice on how to approach your relationships
with God and with fellow human beings.
Many people suffer today because of gross ignorance
concerning what is actually going on in the spiritual
realm.Some of the stubborn problems that men are
struggling with today were actually programmed Into
human lives through certain hidden powers. These
powers carry out their activities in the day and in the
night through association with very powerful spiritual
strongholds. The Importance of this message is to show
you that many problems are caused by powers which
rule the day and the night. These powers have continued
to perpetrate all forms of wickedness in the lives of
millions, if not billions of men and women. You will
experience a great change in your life the moment you
begin to understand and control the powers that rule the
day and the night.
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This book is a product of many years of painstaking
examination conducted on the lifestyle of a revered
personality, a pragmatic leader and prosperity
exponent, Dr. David Olaniyi Oyedepo. Easy-to-read,
uniquely captivating, "Leadership Secrets of David
O. Oyedepo" is an all revealing classic on the
exemplary leadership secrets of one of the most
influential preachers in the world! David Oyedepo's
single-mindedness has helped generate a
progressive growth of a multi-faceted organization,
propelling him to become a global phenomenon
under a peculiar African economic climate
characterized by high degree of uncertainties. This
book is packaged to arouse and enhance your
leadership potentials and possibility. It is put together
to show you how to, without stress, become an
outstanding and pragmatic leader by simply following
the path charted by a tested, proven and approved
pathfinder, the man, David Oyedepo. Consider this
book as the brightest ever-burning lamp of
accumulated wisdom that will help you go places.
It is here at last, the deliverance manual for
addressing dream battles and nightmares. By the
time a person is 60 years old, he would have spent
20 years sleeping and dreaming. Your dreams are
your spiritual monitoring system. Many do not know
what is happening to their lives because, they do not
understand their dreams. The land of slumber is as
important as life itself. Dreams from God are to:
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assure, encourage, comfort, direct, instruct, guide,
exhort, correct, warn or reveal the plan and purposes
of God. Satanic dreams are noted for their absurdity,
emptiness, harassment and punishment by dream
criminals. This book teaches you how to understand
your dreams and how to deal with your dream
battles. This book is a must for every serious
Christian home. Read it and pray the prayer points
therein and your life will no longer remain the same.
When gunpowder reserves dwindle to dangerously
low levels in 1775, General George Washington
sends Captain Isaac Biddlecomb on a treacherous
mission to capture British gunpowder in Bermuda.
Original.
A sober, firsthand look at evangelical Christian
churches in Accra, Ghana.
Life is a battleground and it is a fundamental truth
that we all encounter painful experiences in life that
leave us paralyzed one way or another and as we
journey through life, we are marred by self-inflicted
limitations. Limitations are circumstances that
restrain or restrict our movements in life. Some are
spiritual limitations while some are self-imposed
limitations, which is as a result of past experiences.
A limited man is a restricted man and limitations are
designed to prevent many from living the abundant
life already made available for them through the
finished works of Christ. In order to live a limitless
life, we must make a conscious effort to shatter the
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limitations that are holding us back and this book is
compiled to help you understand that self-inflicted
limitations are destructive, detrimental and causes
life to derail. We must not set limitations on
ourselves based on the challenges we encounter in
life. To help you understand that regardless of the
obstacles that may present themselves in our lives,
we must consciously go after our dreams fearlessly
and not be afraid to break barriers and push forward
towards our destiny. It is also compiled to help you
understand that freedom is not the absence of
limitations but the choice as to what you choose to
restrain and restrict your progress because
ultimately your freedom is in your hands.
This book is divided into three sections. New Birth,
Holy Spirit, and Corporate anointing. Students of the
Word will find is required reading to understand the
sweeping move of God that is coming upon the
world.
Endorsements: ""Time will show whether the term (glocal) will
establish itself as more than a clever play of words. The
following pages indicate that it may well deserve to be
adopted as a meaningful ecclesiological concept. In fact, it
might have been coined already on the basis of New
Testament ecclesiology itself without the midwifery of today's
globalization . . . The New Testament church is . . . universal
and local at the same time. The universal, one and holy
apostolic church appears in local manifestations.
Missiologically speaking . . . the church can take courage as
she faces the increasing impact of globalization on local
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communities today. Being from her very birth both universal
and concrete the church is geared for the challenging
simultaneity of the global and the local. Our question to ask is
how her dual nature may best be expressed to enhance her
continuous witness to Christ--locally and globally."" From the
Foreword by Professor Emeritus Jan-Martin Berentsen ""This
book provides thought-provoking and inspiring reading for all
concerned with mission in the 21st century. I have been
challenged by its contributions to rethink our Gospel
ministries in our new local contexts marked by globalization,
migration and with Muslims as our neighbors. With its biblical
foundation, its missiological reflection and interaction with
contemporary society I warmly recommend this volume for
study and pray that it will renew our passion for the Gospel
and compassion for people."" Rt. Rev. Ole Chr M Kvarme,
Bishop of Oslo About the Contributor(s): Tormod Engelsviken
is Professor at the MF Norwegian School of Theology and
Editor of Norwegian Journal of Missiology. Erling Lundeby is
Associate Professor at Fjellhaug International University
College and has served in Kenya with the Norwegian
Lutheran Mission and Evangelical Lutheran Church in Kenya.
Dagfinn Solheim is Associate Professor at Fjellhaug
International University College and has published The
Missionary Movement within the Lutheran Church.
Winning Invisible Battles15 Success Habits of Bishop David
OyedepoA Summary of 10 Years Study of the Life and
Ministry of Dr. David Oyedepo, Pastor of the Largest Church
in the WorldCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Imagine how different your outlook on life would be if you had
absolute confidence that God was with you. Imagine how
differently you would respond to difficulties, temptations, and
even good things if you knew with certainty that God was in
all of it and was planning to leverage it for good. In other
words, imagine what it would be like to have PERFECT faith.
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In this new DVD study, Andy Stanley builds a biblical case for
five things God uses to grow BIG faith. In six video sessions,
Andy covers the following topics: * Big Faith * Practical
Teaching * Providential Relationships * Private Disciplines *
Personal Ministry * Pivotal Circumstances This tremendous
DVD resource will equip anyone that watches it to be a more
mature follower of Jesus Christ. Each curriculum session
includes 15-20 minutes of teaching from Andy Stanley. In
addition to the small group sessions, this DVD is enhanced
with six full-length messages from Andy Stanley.
IMAGINE A LIFE IN WHICH YOU CLEARLY HEAR GOD'S
VOICE AND FOLLOW HIS WILL DAILY Do you long for God
to speak to you, bringing guidance, strength, and comfort?
Nothing is more important than knowing how to hear from
God because our spiritual life depends on it. The Bible
teaches and guides us in essential matters, but instruction for
God's specific, daily purposes for our lives comes from His
Holy Spirit, who lives within us. Through his extensive study
of the Scriptures and personal life experiences, internationally
renowned Bible teacher Derek Prince explains the practical
steps you can take to hear from God, develop a close
relationship with Him, remove obstacles to recognizing His
voice, and understand the ways in which He communicates.
As you cultivate the practice of hearing God's voice, you will
receive the fresh, daily bread that nourishes you spiritually
and find divine direction and strength for your ongoing walk
with Him.
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